


























The supersymmetric partners of the quarks, called squarks, are commonly be-
lieved to be out of the reach of LEP1. However, because of the large top quark mass,
the mixing between the \left-handed" and \right-handed" stops can be substantial,
and the lighter mass eigenstate could be light enough to be pair-produced at LEP1
energies. Moreover, the coupling of the stop to the Z can be suppressed for certain




b is forbidden. The stop then decays into c via a loop, with a lifetime long
enough for the stop to hadronize into a stop-hadron before decaying, in contrast to




collisions, where the stop decays into
c, has been searched for in 140 pb
 1
of data at and around the Z peak collected
by the ALEPH detector until 1994. No signal was observed and exclusion domains
result, presented as a function of the stop mass, the  mass and the mixing angle
in the stop sector.
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1 Introduction
Scalar quarks are excluded by experiments at hadron colliders well beyond the mass
domain accessible at LEP [1]. Typically, however, these exclusions apply under hypotheses
such as mass degeneracy of ve avour species and of left and right partners of ordinary
quarks, which in eect means ten degenerate scalar quark species. The mass splittings
between the various scalar partners of the ve lightest quarks may indeed be expected to
be negligible for those analyses in the context of minimal supergravity models. However,
it is also expected that the scalar partners of the top quark might be substantially lighter,
due to the eect of the large top quark Yukawa coupling in the renormalization group
equations. Moreover, while the mass eigenstates are expected to be almost identical to
the electroweak interaction eigenstates in the case of scalar partners of light quarks, this
is no longer true for the two scalar partners of the top. This feature is due to potentially






















where the a parameter is typically expected to be of the same order as the scalar quark
masses. It could therefore very well be that one of the scalar partners of the top quark,
hereafter called \stop", is much lighter than all the other scalar quarks. The stop is a















dened by the mixing angle, 
t
.
The fact that the stop is not a weak eigenstate has important consequences for its



















which implies that the stop decouples from the Z for 
t
 0:98 rad. Even in that case,
however, stops can be pair produced by photon exchange, but with a much reduced rate.
The cross-section used in this analysis is taken from Ref. [2], where the leading order QCD
corrections are given. In addition, QED corrections calculated to second order with soft
photon exponentiation are applied.
In the stop mass domain accessible at LEP1 energies, the direct decays
~




are kinematically forbidden. The dominant decay mode is thus
~
t ! c which
proceeds via loop diagrams. The stop lifetime [2] then turns out to be larger than the
hadronization time, and this is taken into account in the present analysis in the following
way. Stops rst hadronize as if they were ordinary quarks, using the JETSET model with























Stop hadrons then decay according to
~
t ! c, following a simple spectator model. The
lightest neutralino, , is assumed to be the lightest supersymmetric particle, stable by
R-parity conservation.
The results reported here were obtained using a sample of 140 pb
 1
accumulated
by the ALEPH detector at LEP, at energies at and close to the Z peak, during the
years 1989 to 1994. This data sample contains approximately 3.7 million hadronic Z
decays. Descriptions of the ALEPH detector, of the relevant trigger conditions and of
the algorithms used in the analysis can be found in Refs. [3], [4] and [5], respectively. In
order to design the selection criteria, many signal Monte Carlo samples, corresponding
to various doublets of stop and  masses, were used. These were obtained with a fast
simulation program, calibrated to reproduce the results of full simulations performed for
fewer mass doublets. Full simulations were in particular performed close to the boundaries
of the sensitivity domain. In addition, large fully simulated Monte Carlo samples were
used for all standard background processes (two and four-fermion nal states).
2 Event selections
Events resulting from the production of a stop pair are expected to show as a pair of
acoplanar (c-quark) jets, with missing energy taken away by the two s. Such an acoplanar
jet topology has already been investigated [6] in the context of the search for the standard
model Higgs boson produced in association with a  pair (\H" analysis). The eciency










H analysis was optimized for the case of a heavy Higgs boson, leading to not violently
acollinear hadronic jets with a large visible mass. Here, the situation is easier in a large





) parameter space where typically more than half of the centre of
mass energy escapes undetected. This allows simpler and, in some congurations, more
ecient selection criteria to be designed.
Only events with at least four charged particle tracks are considered. Most of the qq
background is rejected by the requirement that the visible mass should be smaller than
50%
p
s. Events with an angle 
T
of the thrust axis with respect to the beam axis such
that j cos 
T
j > 0:9 are eliminated, and so are events with energy detected within 12

from
the beam axis as in both cases additional energy is likely to have escaped down the beam
pipe. The bulk of the  background is rejected by the requirement that the component
of the total visible momentum transverse to the beam axis should exceed 5%
p
s.
Each event is divided into two hemispheres by a plane perpendicular to the thrust
axis. The acollinearity angle is dened as the angle between the two hemisphere momenta,
and the acoplanarity angle as that between those momenta projected onto the plane
perpendicular to the beam axis. The remaining events are then classied as i) high
multiplicity events, with more than seven charged particle tracks, in which the main
background is still qq events (mostly with heavy quark semileptonic decays), and ii) low
multiplicity events where  events and tau pairs dominate.
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H High mult. Low mult. total
45 42 0 0.1 0.6 0.7
45 40 0 4.3 12.0 16.3
45 25 14.0 30.6 9.4 54.0
45 02 22.2 33.4 5.3 60.9
42 32 3.0 20.7 13.6 37.3
30 28 0.2 0.2 0.6 1.0
30 26 0.2 5.2 9.9 15.3
30 15 24.1 11.8 6.6 42.5
20 10 21.6 5.9 5.5 33.0
10 06 3.3 0.3 0.4 4.0
5 2 0.7 0 0 0.7
Table 1: Analysis eciencies. The eciency of the High multiplicity analysis is to be
added to that of the H one, and that of the Low multiplicity analysis to the sum of the
two others.
In the high multiplicity sample, the acollinearity and the acoplanarity angles are




, respectively. The eect of the acoplanarity
cut is shown in Fig. 1. In addition, after forcing the jet algorithm to reconstruct exactly
three jets, the sum of all three jet-jet angles is required to be greater than 350

. (The
selectivity of this variable against the qq background has been demonstrated in the H
analysis.)
In the low multiplicity sample, the thrust axis is required to form an angle of at least
45

with respect to the beam axis, which takes advantage of the sin
2
 angular distribution
of the signal. For \monojet" events, i.e. events in which one of the hemispheres is empty,
it is further required that the visible mass be in excess of 5 GeV/c
2
and the value of





monojet events, it is required that each hemisphere contain at least two charged particle
tracks and that the acoplanarity angle be lower than 150







No events were selected in the data, neither by the H analysis nor by any of the
\High multiplicity" or \Low multiplicity" analyses described above. Based on studies
of the standard background Monte Carlo samples, less than 1.7 events were expected to
be selected. In Table 1, the cumulative eciencies of these three analyses are given for
various congurations of the stop and  masses. As soon as the dierence m between
the stop and  masses exceeds 5 GeV/c
2
, the total eciency is larger than 10% and
increases with m and with the stop mass.
In order to increase the sensitivity in the region of small m, a complementary analysis
has been designed, but this time not expected to be free of standard backgrounds (mostly




energy should be detected within 12

from the beam axis. The total visible energy is
required to be greater than 3 GeV and the missing momentum should point more than
55

away from the beam axis. Each of the event hemispheres is required to contain
at least two charged particle tracks and both hemisphere momenta should point more
than 45

away from the beam axis. Finally, the acoplanarity angle should not exceed
135

(Fig. 1). Fourteen events were selected in the data, which is compatible with the
expectation from  processes. The eciency of these criteria is of a few per cent for m




The accurate Z width measurement at LEP allows limits on stop pair production in Z
decays to be set, which translate into stop mass upper limits as a function of the stop
mixing angle as shown in Fig. 2. (A maximum of 23 MeV has been allowed, at the 95%
condence level, for a possible contribution from non standard processes to the Z width.)
These limits are independent of the stop decay pattern, and in particular of the  mass.
These exclusion domains can be extended by the analyses described in the previous
section. In order to accomodate the various systematic errors (of which the largest come
from the limitedMonte Carlo statisics, from uncertainties in the stop fragmentation model
and from the trigger simulation), the eciencies have been reduced by 10%. A rst
exclusion domain is obtained by the combination of the three background free selections
(H, High and Low multiplicity). This domain is extended for low m values by the
use of the complementary dedicated selection instead, considering the fourteen candidate


















= =2), and for a stop fully decoupled from the Z.





) plane for m  2 and m  5 GeV/c
2
.
It can be seen that stops are excluded up to the kinematic limit, unless the stop-
mass dierence m is very small and, at the same time, the mixing angle 
t
is such
that the stop decouples from the Z. These results improve somewhat on those reported
earlier by the OPAL collaboration [7]. Recently, the D0 collaboration at the Tevatron has
excluded a stop mass region extending approximately from 50 to 100 GeV/c
2
, i.e. not
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Figure 1: Distribution of the acoplanarity angle in the High multiplicity analysis (top),
in the Low multiplicity analysis (middle) and in the complementary analysis (bottom).
On the left side, the data are represented by points with error bars and the background
expected from standard processes by shaded histograms; the cut locations are indicated














































(a) m  2 GeV/c
2





















(b) m  5 GeV/c
2





) plane for two values of m. The
hatched areas are excluded by the Z width constraint.
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) plane, for three values of 
t
.
The outermost (continuous) contour corresponds to 
t
= 0, the intermediate (dashed)
one to 
t
= =2, and the innermost (dotted) one to a stop fully decoupled from the Z
(cos
2

t
= (4=3) sin
2

W
).
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